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ADDENDUM NO. 1 

to 

MassDevelopment Request for Qualifications  

for  

Specialized Economic Development, Transformative 

Development, and Real Estate Services 

 

 

Response to Questions 

Posted February 10, 2021 

 

 

Q1: [Company] is currently a house doctor and typically when the contract is up for 

renewal, we get a notice from MassDevelopment that we need to re-apply. This is 

not typically done through the formal RFP process. Will that be the process for 

current renewals or must we respond to this RFQ? 

 

A1:  All current house doctor contracts will remain active and may be utilized for  

 services through their completion dates. The Agency likely will be issuing a broader 

RFQ in 2022 for contracts that are set to expire in 2021 or 2022.   

 

Q2:    How comprehensive can one be in describing Firm [or individual] Experience (see 

section 7 of RFQ, “Evaluation Criteria”)?    

 

A2:  Respondents have wide latitude to describe the experience and qualifications of 

individuals in the firm that they believe is relevant and may, among other things, include:   

 

(1) municipal, community and non-profit experience; 

(2) long-term capacity building projects and programs; 

(3) significant and appropriate work from more than five years; and 

(4) significant and appropriate experience working and living in Gateway Cities; 

 

Q3:   With regard to insurance: 1) May a respondent request that a lower level of 

insurance coverage be accepted by the Agency? 2) Will a submission be disqualified 

if the respondent does not currently hold the required insurances (and therefore 

cannot submit the requested certificates). In my current practice I do not carry 

that level of insurance but would commit to do so when and if I am awarded a 

contract by MassDevelopment.   

 

 

A3:   Yes, a respondent may request that a lower level of insurance coverage be accepted by 

the Agency and must include a rationale for lower coverage that is related to the work 

that the respondent/consultant would be performing (discussing related risks). A final 

Certificate of Insurance with the required additional insured language will be required 
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before final execution of any contract. We encourage you to apply to the RFQ with 

evidence of what levels of insurance you carry and what insurance you are willing to 

obtain to meet the requirements as stated in the RFQ.  Any requests for exceptions to the 

insurance requirements as presented in the RFQ should be included with the proposal 

submission. That does not guarantee, however, that any exceptions will be accepted by 

MassDevelopment.  

 

Q4: Are out of state firms/consultants eligible to apply? While I didn't see any language 

saying they are ineligible, I'm trying to understand what this means with the DBE 

language "...each as certified by or recognized as certified by the Commonwealth of 

Massachusetts Operational Services Division’s Supplier Diversity Office," on page 

5.  

 

A4: Out of state firms are eligible to respond to the RFQ. MassDevelopment is committed to 

seeking opportunities for Diverse Business Enterprise participation in its contracting and 

included Diverse Business Enterprise Participation in this RFQ.  In Massachusetts, 

diverse business enterprises are certified by the Commonwealth’s Supplier Diversity 

Office (it would be a good idea to visit the SDO website).  You should indicate whether 

you are a diverse business enterprise as defined in the RFQ and include any out of state 

certifications with your proposal if you are not certified in Massachusetts. 

 

Q5: I’m writing with a question regarding individuals/firms who were previous House 

Doctors. Consultant was previously awarded a house doctor contract from 2018-

2021 under a different company. Can Consultant apply with his current team at the 

new company through the streamlined process for consultants that have been house 

doctors in previous years? 

 

A5: All current house doctor contracts will remain active and may be utilized for  

 services through their completion dates. See question/answer no. 1 above.   If a 

consultant is with a new firm and would like to be considered for future projects with 

this new firm, we recommend applying to the current RFQ.  The streamlined process 

would not apply with respect to a new firm/applicant, if some employees/principals 

had a contract with another entity. 

 

Q6: We are considering joining a larger team (lead by an economic development 

consultant) to submit our qualifications for the RFQ for specialized services in 

economic development, transformative development and real estate and I would 

like to know if we are precluded from submitting our qualifications as our firm 

alone? We are a WBE firm in Massachusetts.  

 

A6: You may submit separate proposals:  (1) qualifications of your firm and scopes to be 

performed by your firm independently; and/or (2) qualifications of your firm and scopes 

to be performed as part of a team or larger firm.  See A7 below regarding referencing 

core sections to avoid repeating the same core sections. 
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Q7:  Section 6 states “Please provide the following information for each specific service 

(See Scope of Services-Section 5) for which you are submitting qualifications.” If 

we are applying for multiple Scope Sections, do we have to submit separate 

proposals and repeat sections such as “firm background, fees, DBE participation, 

and Insurance information for each? Can firms submit as teams for this proposal?  

 Can a firm submit as a prime on a scope service and then also submit as a 

subconsultant on that same service as part of another team?  

 

A7: You do not have to repeat the exact same paragraph many times.  In responding to 

scopes you may refer to “core” sections like Firm Background, Fees, DBE participation, 

etc. by a reference to the relevant core section.  You may submit separate proposals for 

scopes as a “prime” consultant and/or as a member (or subconsultant) of a team.   

 

Q8: We are planning to submit a proposal to the RFQ and would appreciate additional 

information on the following items: 1) Are there specific campaigns anticipated for 

the next 12-24 months? Are they intended to support a subset of leasing or 

purchase needs? 2) Are there additional parcel specific marketing efforts needing 

support? 3) Can we bundle responses and include two portions of the RFQ with 

one proposal? 

 

A8: 1) MassDevelopment has active and expected engagements across the Commonwealth 

in a range of places and use types. In the past the Agency has looked for assistance in 

marketing properties for sale or lease, and may do so again. This RFQ is not related to 

one individual project. 2) We are looking for firms that can help market places, both 

specifically and broadly defined. This may include parcels, but also entire 

neighborhoods or cities. 3) Companies should submit one proposal that clearly indicates 

the scope(s) of services being proposed and that includes information pertaining to each 

scope of service. For Relevant Project Experience, company may list the same project(s) 

for more than one scope of service if project(s) illustrate(s) your experience in multiple 

scopes of services.  

 

Q9: Does MassDevelopment want to see teams of consultants in response to this RFQ, 

or would the Agency prefer to have individual consultants apply from which teams 

could be formed at the direction of MassDevelopment?  

 

A9: MassDevelopment will not be forming teams of consultants.  The RFQ is for on-call 

contracts with specialized consulting firms to provide consulting services on an as-

needed basis for general planning, real estate, and economic development consulting 

services.  Companies may respond to the RFQ individually or as a team. The team 

should be formed by the consultants themselves and the proposal submitted should 

reflect all of the companies included as part of the team. Consultants should submit 

separate proposals for team submissions vs individual submissions.  

 

Q10: Does the response to Attachment 3 need to include answers to all questions in parts 

1, 2, and 3 as well as completing Exhibit A – DBE Participation Schedule?  
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A10: MassDevelopment’s Diverse Business Enterprise Participation Schedule (Exhibit A of 

Attachment 3) must be completed and returned with respondent’s proposal, along with a  

narrative that explains respondent’s good faith efforts regarding DBE outreach.  If there 

are reasons that respondent has not sought out DBE participation at the consultant or 

subcontract/sub-consultant level, those reasons should be articulated in the narrative. 

 

Q11: Does MassDevelopment maintain a list of house doctor consultants who are 

WBE/DBE certified?  

 

A11. Yes, MassDevelopment maintains a list of active contracts and their DBE status.  

 

Q12: Does the submission for existing house doctor consultants need to include a sample 

Certificate of Insurance? 

 

A12: Yes. 

 

 

 

This is the Q&A through 2/10/2021.  Additional questions received through 2/12/2021 will be 

answered and posted on 2/16/2021. 


